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APPARATUS FOR HANDLING MICRON SIZE
RANGE PARTICULATE MATERIAL
Joseph F: Friichfenicbr, San Pedro, and NeaJ L, Roy,
Redondo Beach, Calif., assignors to TRW Inc, a cor-
poration cf Ohio
Filed May 6,1964, Ser. No. 365,244
7 Claims. (Cl. 328-r-233)
The invention described herein was made in the per-
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub-
ject to the provisions .of Section 305 of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568
(72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457).
Our invention relates to apparatus for handling, trans-
porting or size classifying comminuted material and more
particularly to apparatus employing electrostatic accelera-
tion techniques for classifying particles as to size in the
particle size range from about 0.1 to about 100 microns
diameter, ^fore specifically, the invention relates-to im-
provements in apparatus of the general type disclosed in
U.S. Patent No. 3,018,399 issued Jan. 23, 1962 to H.
Shelton.
In the .industrial arts, there..is an increasing demand
for finally divided materials in- which the particle sizes
are quality controlled to be within predetermined size
ranges. For example, in research concerning phenomena
associated with particles "having meteoric velocitres, it is
advantageous to have a supply of metallic panicles afl
of which have substantially ihs same diameters .or the
same -mass. Conventional prior art techniques for grad-
ing particulate material are relatively unsatisfactory in
that particles smaller than a few microns cannot be satis-
factorily separated from a supply which includes larger
particles. Thus, in the manufacture of tungsten elements
for electron guns or ion emitters there has been DO prac-
tical way to remove, from a supply of comminuted tung-
sten, all those dust particles having diameters less than
about 10 microns.
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention
to provide an improved apparatus for separating or classi-
fying minute particles in accordance with their respective
sizes. • ... -
It is a further object of the invention .to provide ap-
paratus of the above mentioned type which depends, for
its operation, on electrostatic'acceleration of charged par-
ticles and in which the arrangements for charging and
accelerating the particles are relatively immune to ac-
cumulation of conductive particles on insulating surfaces.
The above mentioned Shelton patent illustrates in FIG-
URE 3 thereof an apparatus for individually ejeciing in-
to an electrostatic field extremely fine particles which are
electrically charged so that they may be accelerated by
the electrostatic field. The apparatus described by Shelton
includes a reservoir for containing a supply of paniculate
material, an arrangement for subjecting the particles in
the reservoir to an electric field in order to disturb the
particles and electrically transport some of them into
a desired area, positively charged electrode means for
contact charging one particle at a time and electrostatical-
ly ejecting the charged panicle into the acceleration tube
of a conventional Van de Graaff generator or other type
of electric accelerator.
One apparatus generally similar to that disclosed by
Sheiion is considered in a technical article entitled "Two-
Million-Volt Electrostatic Accelerator for Hypervelocity
Research," by J. F. Friichtenicht in the Review of Scien-
tific Instruments, volume 33, Number 1 (February !962).
In that article, it is shown that the particle velocity ob-
tainable by electrostatic acceleration techniques is:
melers/sec. (1)
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where: ,
v is the particle velocity in meters per/second;
V is the potential difference through which the
particle falls;
E is the electric field intensity at the particle sur-
face in volts per meter;
c0 is the permittivity of free space (Mo^X 10-9 farads
per meter);
r is the radius of the particle in meters; and
f is the particle density in kilograms per cubic meter.
In apparatus of the general type to which the subject
invention relates, the electric field E at the surface of a
particle is substantially constant for the reason that the
maximum obtainable is general!;' used. Thus the factor
.E in Equation 1 can be regarded as constant, as can the
material density p'so long as all particles used are of the ^
same material. Accordingly, in a given apparatus with
fixed voltages, the obtainab'e particle velocity varies as
the square root of the reciprocal of the particle radius,
i-e.
= K ( — ) meters/second
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where K is a constant taking into account the accelerat-
ing voltage used, the panicle density and the field intensity
E at the surface of the particle.
Thus, it is clear that apparatus of the general type dis-
closed by the Shelton patent may be used to give different
particles different velocities which depend respectively on
their different sizes. As will be discussed in more detail
hereinafter, such different velocities-may be used for size
classifying the particles.
When an apparatus such as that disclosed by the Shel-
ton patent is used for size classifying particulate material
certain difficulties are encountered. Firstly, the apparatus
which he discloses is very inefficient in the sense of par-
ticle utilization. That is, a large percentage of the par-
ticles which his apparatus transports from the supply
reservoir fail to contact the final charging electrode and
escape from the system through apertures other than that
which .would direct them into the accelerating field. Sec-
ondly, when .apparatus such as that disclosed by the
Shelton patent is used continuously to process a large
volume of material, misdirected particles tend to ac-
cumulate on the surfaces of insulators inside his ejection
structure, with such accumulation periodically resulting
in short circuits which render the system inoperable sa
that frequent maintenance is necessary.
Accordingly, it is an additional object of the present in-
vention to provide an improved charged particle ejection
anparatiis in which the fouling of insulating surface by
misdirected particles is substantially avoided.
It is a general object of the present invention to over-
come the above mentioned disadvantages of prior art
particle charging and accelerating apparatus.
Other objects, purposes and characteristic features of .
our invention will become more apparent as the descrip-
tion of particular embodiments proceeds.
One embodiment of our invention is particularly 11^ 6-
ful for accelerating particles to meteoric velocities, or
for size classifying particles according to size. In this
specific embodiment, a reservoir of particles is arranged
in conjunction with a means for disturbing the particles
and causing them to move into an adjacent panicle ma-
nipulation chamber. The particle manipulation chamber
comprises first and second oppositely biased conductive
1
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members which are spaced apart and insulated from one
another with the- first conductive member having a sub-
stantially planar inner surface and with the second con-
ductive member having a concave inner surface so that
the chamber defined between the two members has a
region of minimum electric field intensity near its center
and a region of maximum electric field intensity periph-
erally encompassing the low field intensity region. In
the preferred embodiments, the concave conductive mem-
more particles may be induced to pass out of the cavity
22 by way of a hole'23 formed in the right hand end
thereof. In a preferred form the means for electrically
disturbing the particle supply comprises a tongue-like
member 36 which is best illustrated in FIGURE 3. The
tongue-like member 36 is a relatively flat metallic mem-
ber supported by a neck- portion 35 which projects
through a conductive disc 33 and is supported in position
by a .cylindrical' Teflon insulator 28. The outer end of
ber is provided with a particle exit aperture near the
 10 the tongue-like member 36 is connected at its outer end
center of its concave surface portion through which to an electrical pulse source 34 for selectively applying
. charged particles are ejected from the particle manipu- high voltage pulses to the tongue 3fr relatively to the
lation chamber. In a different embodiment of the in- main body 26 and the material 24 contained therein,
vention, the substantially planar conductive member sup- The conductive, disc- 33, is affixed to the.portion 35 of
ports a positively biased charging electrode. The charging 15 the tongue-like member and is carried within a' cylin-
electrode comprises a sphere of tungsten having a diam- drical aperture 27 formed in the outer face of metallic-
eter of about 25 microns which is supported on the end
of a tungsten wire having a diameter of .a few microns
and extending from the planar surface toward the center
of the particle manipulation chamber.
FIGURE 1 illustrates in block diagram form a par-
ticulate material size classifying system in accordance
with our invention;
FIGURE 2 is a cross-sectional view of one charged
particle ejection apparatus; .;
FIGURE 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along the
lines 3—3 of FIGURE 2;
FIGURE 4 illustrates diagrammatically, the mecha-
nism by which small particles may be transported from
member 29. Disc 33 and the. member 29 cooperate to
provide a labyrinth-like path along which particles from
the supply 24 must travel to reach the inner surface of
20 insulator 28. More importantly, conductive disc 33 pro-
vides a region of high field intensity at its • peripheral
edges. That region of high field intensity tends to. trap
particles which are travelling toward the insulator 28 ,
and forces such particles back into the reservoir cavity
25 22. Accordingly, such particles have no access to the in-
sulating surface 28 and fouling of that insulating surface
is avoided or at least advantageously diminished. It
should be understood that the disc 33 and -the cavity 27
in metallic member 29 are shown by way of example
one place to another by means of. electrostatic fields; 30 only. Persons skilled in the art will appreciate that a
plurality of spaced discs similar to the disc 33 may be
provided with interstitial inwardly projecting discs con-
nected to the member 29 to provide a serpentine' path of
any desired length between the cavity 22 and the in-
35 sulator 28.
At hs right hand end, the main body member 26 has
an exterior surface 37 which preferably is substantially
planar and is highly polished. Since the member 26 k
exteriorly cylindrical, it will be recognized that the sur-
and
FIGURE 5 illustrates in diagrammatic .form a further
embodiment of a charged particle ejection apparatus and
a system utilizing the same to classify particles according
to their sizes.
In the block diagram illustration of "FIGURE 1, there
is shown a particle classifying system which comprises
a material supply 10, a particle transport mechanism or
device 12 and a particle charging device 13 to which the
transport means 12 carries particles from the supply 10. 40 face 37 is circular in this embodiment. From the center
From the charging device 13, the assembly ejects or
propels individual particles into an electrical acceleration
means 14. As the particles individually fall through the
electric field of acceleration means 14, a transverse force
of the circular surface 37. there is supported a tungsten
•wire carrying at its outer end a tungsten sphere 13 for
electrically charging particles which come into.contact
with the sphere. Spaced apart from and facing the surface
is applied to each particle by a deflection mechanism 15
 4- 37 is a cylindrical electrode 31 having a generally cone-
so that the particles travel along different exit trajectories shaped inner surface 38 and having a particle exit aperture
39 extending axially therethrough preferably in alignment
with the charging sphere 13. The cylindrical electrode
31- is supported In spaced alignment relative to the main
indicated by the dotted lines 16, 17 and 18. The .function
of the acceleration means 14 is to impart motion to the
particle in a given direction. Substantially any one of
various types of electrical accelerators may be used. Par-
 50 body member 26 by means of a generally cylindrical
tides having the highest velocity will be deflected least insulator 32 which is clamped between the electrode 31
and hence will travel along the trajectory 18 and be - and the body 26 and is sealed thereto by means of con-
caught by section g of the particle segregating means 20. ventional O-ring gaskets.
Particles having the lowest velocity emerge from the When particles within the reservoir cavity 22 are elec-
electric accelerating field along the trajectory indicated
 55 trically disturbed by puise energization of the tongue 36, at
by line 16 and therefore fall into section b of the segre- ]east a few such particles pass out of the cavity 22 through
gating means 20. Particles having intermediate velocities the aperture 23 and into the particle manipulation cham-
wil! obviously be segregated by bins c, d, e and / accord- ber 40 defined between surfaces 37 and 38. The innermost
ing to their respective velocities. edge of electrode 31, where the surface 38 most closely
In FIGURE 2, there is illustrated, by way of example, CO approaches the surface 37, provides a circular region of
one form of particle manipulation and ejection apparatus relatively high electric field intensity. Centrally within
in accordance with our invention. The apparatus shown that region, there is a second region of relatively low
in FIGURE 2 encompasses the functions indicated by the field intensity between the surfaces 37 and 38. Particles
components 10, 12 and 13 in the block diagram appa- which enter the cavity 40 first impinge on the surface 38
ratus of FIGURE 1. In FIGURE ?., the particle manipu- 05 and acquire a negative charge. The now negatively charged
particle is attracted by surface 37 and repelled by surface
38. The electric field lines between the two surfaces are
curved so that as the particle travels toward the surface
37 it has a force exerted on it which is directed toward
Sty "formed within the member 26 is rectangular, having 70 the axis of symmetry of the chamber 40. Because of the
a depth normal to the plane of FIGURE 2 approximately low velocities which are obtained wiihin the chamber 40,
equal to its height as shown in FIGURE 2. The particle the particles impinge on the surfaces 37 and 38 in a
reservoir 22 contains a supply of particulate material 24 nearly elastic manner so that the particle makes several
and has inserted therein a means for electrically disturb- bounces wiihin the chamber. Each lime the particle strikes
in" the supply of material so thai when desired, one or 75 one of the two surfaces, it acquires a charge, of the same
lation and ejection assembly comprises a main body por-
tion 26 whch includes thcrewithin a particle reservoir
cavity 22. The body 26 preferably is generally cylindrical
as are the adjacent elements 28, 29, 31 and 32. The cav-
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polarity as that surface and is accelerated towards the
opposite surface. When so accelerated, it gains an incre-
ment of kinetic energy corresponding to the product of
its charge and the' potential difference through which it
agrammalic illustration of FIGURE 5 corresponds to the
right hand end of the member 26 of the apparatus illus-
trated in FIGURE'2. the only important difference being
that in FIGURE 5 the elements are rectangular and
falls. The energy gained through each inter-surface transit 5 elongated in the X-axis direction rather than being cy-
is sufficient to overcome the energy loss of the particle
when it impinges on a surface. Thus, the average velocity
of the particle increases until, an equilibrium value of •
kinetic energy is achieved by the particle. The actual be-
havior of a particular particle within the particle manip-
ulation chamber is not readily determined. The particles
no doubt bounce around in a somewhat random manner.
However, we have found that apparatus constructed jn,ac-
cordance with FIGURE 2 quite effectively "traps" all par-
lindrical. Particles enter the manipulation chamber 50,
through one or more apertures S3 corresponding to ihe
aperture 23 in the apparatus of FIGURE 2. The second
conductive member 54 has a cylindrically concave inner
surface disposed oppositely to and facing the member 52.
Thi panicle manipulation chamber 50 has a region of
minimum field intensity near its center and has regions
56 and 58 of high electric field intensity adjacent the,
upper and lower edges of the member 54. As described'
with the substantially planar surface 37 provides a particle
manipulation cavity 40 therebetween which operates to
.control the motion of all particles which enter.it and
chamber 40 ever reach the peripheral insulating surface
32n. Thus the structural arrangement illustrated in FIG-
URE 2 improves the efficiency of apparatus of the type
tides between the surfaces 37 and 38 with the electrical 15 in detail heretofore in connection with the apparatus in
forces being sufficient tq keep,the particles from escaping. FIGURE 2, this configuration forces all particles which
radially outward to the inner surface 32a of tie insulator enter the cavity 50 toward the center thereof and pre-
32. Most of the particles which enter the chamber 40 vents particles from escaping to the insulating surface (not
eventually strike the charging electrode 13, are positively shown) adjacent the upper and lower edges of the ma-
charged to a high value thereby and are ejected out of 20 nipulation caviiy.' The second conductive member 54 has
the assembly through the exit aperture 39. In actual an elongated slot 60 through which particles are ejected
practice, the structure shown in FIGURE 2 is coupled from the cavity 50 into an adjacent electric field gradient,
to the acceleration tube of a Van de. Graaff generator (not Thus the arrangement illustrated in FIGURE 5 provides
shown) so that particles emanating from the aperture 39 a sheet-like beam of particles emanating from the cavity
pass into the accelerating electrostatic field of the Van de 25 50 through the slot 60 and falling through a potential
Graaff. The conical shape of the surface 38 in conjunction gradient toward the positively biased target 62.
When an apparatus in accordance with FIGURE 5 is
used for size classification of particles the system is pref-
erably oriented with the .Z-axis horizontal so that the
eventually direct such particles to the charging electrode 30 earth's gravitational field provides a region of transverse
13. Only about <1% of the particles which enter the force acting on all of the high velocity particles as they
travel from the member 54 toward the target 62. It
should be understood however, that the present invention
is not limited to the use of gravity for providing the Y
described by forcing substantially all of the particles into, 35 direction deflection force. The Y direction or transverse
the immediate vicinity of the charging electrode 13. In force can be provided in several ways, the only require-
addition, that structural arrangement provides an import- rnent being that the Y-force must be -of a different form
ant reduction of insulator fouling. Since the particles are than the Z direction .force. The gravitational force is of
trapped within the central low.field intensity region of the the correct form and is a convenient choice. Time vary-
chamber 40, they have no access to the insulating surface 40 ing electric fields will also suffice. One example of ap-
32a. Accordingly, it is seen that the insulating surface
32o is protected from fouling m much the same manner as
described heretofore, in connection with the inner surface
of insulator 28.
The concept of transporting particles from one place
to another by means of curved electric field lines may be
. belter understood by considering the diagram of FIGURE
4. Here, a substantially cylindrical tube 42 formed of con-
ductive material has a tapered or conical metallic mem-
ber 44 supported coaxially therewithin. The outer tube 42
is shown as being grounded with the inner electrode 44
being connected to a positive high voltage source. Since
the electric field intensity between the members 42 and
44 decreases from left to right in FIGURE 4, a particle
injected into the space between the members 42 and 44
(as, for example, through the hole 46) will bounce back
paratus for providing time varying electrical deflection
forces is that disclosed in US. Patent No. 2,939,952 issued
to Wolfgang Paul. Another simiiar apparatus which may
be used for providing a deflection force in the system
4- of FIGURE 5 is specifically disclosed and claimed in co-
pending application Ser. No. 146,642 of R. V. Langmuir
and R. F. Wuerker filed Oct. 20, 1961 and assigned to
the assignee of the present invention. Accordingly, in the
system of FIGURE 5, the deflection force applying means
5d 66.is shown in block diagram form. The block 66 will be
understood as encompassing any of the various known
arrangements for applying a downward force in the Y
direction to a particle during the. entire time required for
that particle to traverse the distance L from the member
53 54 to the target 62.
In the system illustrated in FIGURE 5. the particles
are segregated in accordance with their sizes by falling
into the spaces between a plurality of shelf-like members
68. These longitudinally extending shelf-like members
go correspond to the different sections a, b, c,—of the size
and forth between the members 42 and 44 and will tend
to travel along the curved electric field lines so that the
particle is gradually forced toward the right or the low
field intensity region of the assembly. That is, particles in-
jected at 46 are forced toward the end portion 48 and
 TTI>r. , , •„ , , , A .. . . . . u «
only a negligible percentage will exit from the other end. U,RE '•" *'" be understood that the target member 62
In FIGURE 5 there is shown in diagrammatic form «»ken w'th f shelf-like member 68 operates to terminate
a further embodiment of apparatus in accordance with the the «'8ht of J«' Partlcle,s. and. x^tes the .pf'ck.s ?ff .. \~ . • . . . ir u , ,-t- Co cording to their respective sizes. The principles of this
mvention which takes a vanant structural form but uUhzes ^
 funclion^ave been descri£, more particu_
the same bas.c concepts and pnnc.ples Here a particle fc Eheretofore in connection whh FJGURE 1. Thus for
manipulation cavity 50 ,s defined by first and second J
oppositely biased conductive members 52 and 54. As indi- v v *^ ' ' ,' _ uupinuiH.1/ w. j example provides a deflection force F—ing, where 5
cated by the cut away edge of the member 54 the mem- »n . . ... . . . f .«.L<iu.u ur u«, vui ona, i.us i j • j i _.•. • .u 70 is the gravitational constant and m \s the mass of thebers 52 and 54 may be of any desired lengtn in tne - f r . i — » j:_.i.. .u- :.„.: . r
, , , , • i ,- i.- u enan inner surface facing the manipulation chamber SO
which is substantially planar and preferably is highly pol-
ished. it will be appreciated that ihe member 52 in ihe di-
.
creates a vertical displacement S of
. . . . . . • • ,,particles which is given by
5=1 X2.:,'/2
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Over a given travel distance L as shown in FIGURE 5
the travel time of a given particle depends on its velocity;
that is
t=L/v
The length of time spent In traversing the distance L
may be adjusted by varying the magnitude of the post-
ejection accelerating voltage. For particle classification,
it is desirable under some circumstances to electrically re-
tard the particles, after initial acceleration, to thereby in-
crease the lateral deflection.
therefore . . .
5=1/2 SX(LM* (3)
8
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This last Equation 3 demonstrates that in an apparatus- ,_
conforming to FIGURE 5, all particles comprised of the.
same material are laterally displaced different distances in
inverse proportion to their respective velocities. In Equa-
tion 2 heretofore, it was shown that the velocity of parti- "
cles ejected by apparatus in accordance with the present
invention varies inversely as their radii. Accordingly,
the displacement of a given particle in traversing the dis-
tance L in the system of FIGURE 5 is directly propor-
tional to its radius or size. Thus the apparatus operates as
a system for classifying particles according to their sizes.
It should be understood that the particle ejection as-
sembly illustrated in FIGURE 2 (or the assembly com-
prising members 52 and 54 in FIGURE 5) may be oper-
ated with a number of possible electrical connections. The
particles emanating from aperture 23 (or 60) may be
accelerated to any required velocity by suitable choice
of the accelerating potential. Either the target or the in-
jector may be located at ground potential. It is to be *
understood that the present invention contemplates either
arrangement and the specific arrangements herein de- 35
scribed are not to be considered as limited in this respect.
In one form of apparatus which we have used with con-
siderable, success the acceleration means 14 (FIGURE 1)
has comprised a well known Van de Graaff generator such
as that shown in FIGURE 6 of the above mentioned
Shclton patent. In that apparatus the structure shown in
FIGURE 2 is coupled directly to the end of the acceler-
ator tube of the Van de Graaff generator. Again it is
to be understood that the invention is not .limited in this
respect Substantially any of various known arrangements
and structures for providing electric acceleration of
charged particles may be employed to provide the func-
tion indicated by block 14 (FIGURE U and the inven-
tion is not to be construed as being limited to any
particular type of electric accelerating mechanism.
It should be understood that the apparatus described is
operable for size classification of substantially any kind
of paniculate material whether conductive or dielectric
and that the invention is not to be construed as being
limited to the particular materials mentioned or to any ,..
one of them.
While the present invention has been described with
reference to certain specific embodiments only, it will be
clear to those skilled in the art that it is not so limited but
is susceptible of various changes and modifications with-
 fio
out departing from the spirit and scope of the concepts
thereof.
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive
property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows:
1. In a system for electrostatic acceleration of particles:
a particle reservoir for containing a supply of com-
minuted material, with one wall portion thereof
having a particle exit passage communicating there-
through;
means associated with said reservoir for disturbing said -n
material and inducing a plurality of said particles to
exit through said passage;
first and second oppositely biased conductive members
sp.-iccc! ;ip:irl in n manner to define ;> particle mani-
pulation cavity therebetween, \vith said members be- 75
50
ing located to receive particles which exit from said
reservoir by way of said exit passage; -
said first conductive member having a substantially
planar first surface portion adjacent said manipula-
tion cavity; • • -
said second conductive member having a concave
second surface portion disposed opposite to and
facing said first surface portion and having a particle
- beam aperture extending therethrough for expulsion
of particles from said cavity;
at least one substantially spherical charging electrode-
disposed, between said first and second surface por-
tions, on- a particle projection axis which extends
normal to said first surface portion and through said
particle beam aperture,
with said charging electrode being positioned approxi-
mately at the point of minimum electric field intensity
between said first and second surface portions so that
material particles received within said cavity are
electrostatically propelled back and forth between
said first and second members along trajectories
-• which become more nearly parallel to the particle
beam axis as the particles move toward the region of
minimum field intensity.
2. In a system for electrostatic acceleration of particles:
first and second oppositely biased conductive members
spaced apart in a manner to define a particle manip-
ulation chamber therebetween;
particle injection means for introducing a plurality of
particles of a comminuted material into said cham-
' ber;
said first conductive member having a substantially
. planar first surface portion adjacent said chamber;
said second conductive member having a concave
second surface portion disposed opposite to and
facing said first surface portion and having a particle
exit aperture extending through said concave portion
for expulsion of particles from said chamber;
•said particle exit aperture being located approximately
at the point of minimum electric field intensity be-
tween said first and second surface portions and in
alignment with a particle projection pathway which
extends normal to said first surface portion and out-
wardly beyond said second member;
and means for applying a sufficient differential bias
potential between said conductive members to induce
electrostatic propulsion of particles back and forth
between said first and second surface portions along
trajectories which become more nearly parallel to the
axis of said particle projection pathway as the
particles move toward the region of minimum field
intensity within said chamber.
3. An apparatus in accordance with claim 2 in which
misdirected particles are trapped within the particle
charging cavity by the provision of relatively high field
intensity regions near the peripheral portions of said cavity
and a relatively low electric field intensity region near the
center of said cavity.
4. In a micron-size particle classifying system:
first and second oppositely biased conductive members
spaced apart in a manner to define a particle manip-
ulation chamber therebetween;
means for providing a supply of heterogeneously-sized
particles and introducing a. plurality of said particles
into said chamber;
at least one of said conductive members having a
curved active surface facing said chamber with the
radius of curvature of said .surface being at least
several times larger than the spacing between said
members for causing an average displacement of
particles toward the region of minimum electric field
intensity within said cavity;
said conductive member facing said chamber being
nperkircil to define a particle ejection p:iss;igow;iy
extending therethrough;
*'*"
n
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acceleration means for accelerating positively charged
particles out through said passageway and to respec-;
lively different velocities substantially proportional to
the square root, of the reciprocals of the different
particle radii;
deflection means for applying a force to said particles,
in a direction transverse to their direction of flight,,
and substantially in proportion to the respective
particle masses so that over a given flight distance
particles of different velocities are differently laterally
displaced inversely as'their respective velocities; and
classification means for terminating the flight of said
particles and segregating the same in accordance with
their different lateral displacements. '
5. An apparatus<in accordance with claim 4 in which
said acceleration means projects a substantially horizontal
beam of charged particles, and in which said deflection
means comprises an arrangement for subjecting said
particles to the earth's gravitational field over a flight
distance of at least several inches.
6. A high velocity particle ejection device comprising:
a particle reservoir means;
a plurality of particles in said reservoir; " •'
positively charged- electrode means having a pre-.
s
' determined longitudinal axis;
particle transport means for providing an electric field
for charging said particles to cause repetitive electro-
static displacement of a portion of said particles
from said reservoir into an area adjacent said elec-
trode means;
each of said particles being positively charged on con-
tact with said positively charged electrode means;
said transport means including a negatively charged
electrode having a concave active surface with the
radius of curvature thereof being at least several
orders of magnitude larger than the diameter of said
positively charged electrode so that as the particles
are repetitively electrostatically displaced toward the
area adjacent said positively charged electrode their
trajectories approach parallelism with said axis;
with said negatively charged electrode including means
defining an exit aperture extending therethrough in
alignment with said axis; and
accelerator means for providing an accelerating poten-
tial for positively charged particles v/hich haVe exited
through said aperture.
7. A high velocity particle ejection device comprising:
a particle reservoir means;
a plurality of particles in said reservoir;
positively charged electrode means having a pre-
10 determined axis of symmetry;
particle transport means providing an electric field for
charging said particles to cause repetitive electro-
; static displacement of a portion of said particles
toward said axis of symmetry;
IS each of said'particles being positively charged on con-
tact with said, positively charged electrode means;
' said particle transport means including a negatively
biased electrode having a concave active surface with
the radius of curvature thereof being at least several
20 orders' of magnitude larger than the." spacing between
"said concave surface, and said charging electrode so
that as the particles' are repetitively electrostatically
displaced toward said axis of symmetry their trajeo
, " tones' approach parallelism with said' axis;
25 with said negatively charged electrode being apertured
to provide a particle ejection aperture extending
therethrough in alignment with said axis of
symmetry;
means, for subsequent electrostatic acceleration of
30 particles which are ejected through said aperture to
respectively differential final velocities which vary •
inversely as the sizes of the different particles
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